Digital ATDN’s TOPS Student Performance Spreadsheets

These spreadsheets were created as a supplement document to organize the skills, competencies or standards available in the CASAS assessments administered to students. The difference between the spreadsheets and the TOPS reports is that the TOPS report groups the competencies or standards by test while the spreadsheet groups them regardless of test. This allows for teachers to have a birds-eye view on the skills the classroom needs.

Please note that you need access to generate the TOPS reports in order to create these sheets.

The Student Competency Performance Spreadsheet

The spreadsheet compiles the data from the Student Competency Performance Report in TOPS, groups the items by the CASAS competencies and gives you a holistic view of the students selected regardless of the test form administered.

Student Competency Performance Report Spreadsheet | Video Tutorial

The Student Content Standard Performance Spreadsheet

The link below includes a video and a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet compiles the data from the Student Content Standard Performance Report in TOPS, groups the items by CASAS standards, correlates to the CCRS standards and gives you a holistic view of the students selected regardless of the test form administered.

Student Content Standard Performance Report Spreadsheet | Video Tutorial